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3 pretend (v) to act as something or someone else 假裝
3 opera (n) a musical play in which all the words are sung 歌劇

3
at the top of one’s voice 
(idiom)

as loudly as one can 聲嘶力竭地

6 invite (v) to ask someone politely to do something 邀請
6 sleepover (n) a party in which children spend a night in a friend’s home 過夜派對

6 creep (v) to move slowly and quietly 緩慢地爬
6 whisper (v) to speak softly 輕聲說

6 comet (n)
a space object that moves around the Sun and may be seen from the Earth 
as a bright line in the sky 彗星

6 blizzard (n) a big snow storm 暴風雪
10 theatre (n) a building where plays or musicals, etc. can be performed 劇院
10 musical (n) a performance that uses singing and dancing to tell a story 音樂劇
10 try out (phr v) to perform in order to get a role 參加試演
12 anyway (adv) in any case 不管怎樣
13 entrance (n) the way for getting into a place or building 入口
13 turn (n) an agreed order 次序

14 tornado (n)
a very strong windstorm that spins around and is shaped like an upside-
down cone 龍捲風

14 poisonous (adj) very harmful and able to cause illness or death 有毒的

14 meteor (n)
a piece of rock from space that burns very brightly as it travels through the 
Earth’s atmosphere 流星

15 cross (adj) angry 生氣的

15
take someone seriously 
(idiom)

to treat someone as being very important and deserving attention 
認真對待某人

17 stamp (v) to put a foot down on the ground hard 跺腳
17 right (adv) exactly 正好
17 shrink (v) to become smaller in size 縮小
17 auditorium (n) the area of a theatre where the audience sits 觀眾席
18 grocer (n) someone who sells food and household items 雜貨商

20 briskly (adv) quickly 輕快地
22 ladybird (n) a bright-coloured and spotted beetle 瓢蟲
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24 slime (n) a thick, wet substance 黏液
24 delicate (adj) easily damaged 易受損的
25 faithful (adj) not changing in your friendship with a person 忠誠的
25 cruel (adj) unkind and harsh 殘忍的
25 mean (adj) unkind 不友善的
26 after all (phr) after considering everything 畢竟
27 trickle (v) to flow slowly down in a thin line 向下滴

36 stinky (adj) extremely smelly 發惡臭的
36 ravioli (n) a pasta that looks like small pillows with meat or cheese fillings 小方餃
37 eco-friendly (adj) not harmful to the environment 對環境友善的

40 nectar (n) a sweet liquid made by flowers 花蜜
40 meadow (n) a field with grass and flowers growing in it 草地／牧場
40 woods (n) an area of land covered with plants and trees 樹林

41 hammock (n)
a bed that is made of a long piece of cloth or a net and is tied between two 
trees or poles 吊床

43 trampoline (n) a piece of equipment that you can jump up and down on 彈床
43 snout (n) the long projecting part of an animal’s head 動物的鼻子

45 grumble (v) to complain about something impatiently 發牢騷
45 grumpy (adj) bad-tempered 壞脾氣的
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